




































????????Romualdo Del Bianco ??????????Globalization and the Mutual Understanding?from 
the Viewpoint of Translation????????????? ??????????Firenze ?
? ?? ?
? ?All Translation I suppose may be reduced to these three heads: First, that of Metaphrase, or turning an 
Authour word by word, and Line by Line, from one Language into another. . . . The second way is that of 
Paraphrase, or Translation with Latitude, where the Authour is kept in view by the Translator, so as never 
to be lost, but his words are not so strictly follow?d as his sense, and that too is admitted to be amplified, 
but not alter ?d. . . . The Third way is that of Imitation, where the Translator (if now he has not lost that 
Name) assumes the liberty not only to vary from the words and sence [sic], but to forsake them both as he 
sees occasion: and taking only some general hints from the Original, to run division on the ground-work, as 













Thomas Wyatt, ?????-???? ?My galley chargèd with forgetfulness? ???????Petrarca, ????-???





?? ?????? ?Ovid?s Epistles? ??????????????????
??? For my own part I am ready to acknowledge that I have transgress?d the Rules which I have given; and taken more 








Autumn at its saddest? How forlorn the autumn, 
Rustling through the leaves Rustling through the piled up leaves
and moving on alone and moving on alone
deep into the mountains, into the deep mountains?
I hear the lonely stag the plaintive belling of the stag.

























On the withered bough


























?????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????? 
?????????????????? ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????




























Old pond?frogs jumping in?sound of water
 ?Lafcadio Hearn?
The ancient pond
??A frog leaps in


















































































??????????????????????????????????????? ?a city girl 








? ?But unfortunately it is not possible through English translation to give any fair idea of the range and 
character of the literature of frogs. The reason is that the greater number of compositions about frogs 
depend chiefly for their literary value upon the untranslatable, ?upon local allusions, for example, 
incomprehensible outside of Japan; upon puns; and upon the use of words with double or even triple 
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